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K-2 FIRST PLACE
THE CREEK

ANNA FALLOW
CLOVERLEAF ELEMENTARY
SEVILLE

The minnows are swimming
trying to relax.
The creek is trying to confess
its secrets to the minnows.
The carp is swimming by
with the beautiful triangle sky.

AUTHOR BIO: ANNA FALLOW IS A 1ST GRADER AT
CLOVERLEAF ELEMENTARY. SHE ENJOYS PLAYING WITH HER
HAMSTER, SWIMMING, AND PLAYING WITH HER LOL DOLLS.
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3-5 FIRST PLACE
IN NOVEMBER

ADDISON FALLOW
CLOVERLEAF MIDDLE SCHOOL
SEVILLE

Ahh…November
the fragile leaves lay delicately placed
along a stone, shadowy path.
I watch as the last, crisp
seemingly painted leaf
drifts down on the faint breeze.
Its blended colors of red, orange, and green
seem to capture me,
it staggers slowly as the breeze lightly shifts.
As the wind releases its grip
the bold, colored leaf
lands gently in my outstretched palm.
The last leaf of November is without a doubt for me.

AUTHOR BIO: ADDISON FALLOW IS A 5TH GRADER AT
CLOVERLEAF MIDDLE SCHOOL. SHE ENJOYS
WAKEBOARDING, FISHING, AND ANIMALS.
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3-5 SECOND PLACE
A PLACE I LOVE

EMERSON BEETS
HILLSIDE MIDDLE SCHOOL
SEVEN HILLS

A place I love is my grandparents’ pool.
I spend about half my summer there, which is pretty cool.
I can’t wait to jump in the deep end again this year,
It is one place I really have no fear.
I like to meet my cousins there, we call them “the Boys”,
When we all get together, there will be a lot of noise.
Relaxing on a float, the water is nice and still,
Then my Dad jumps in and makes the water into waves as high as a hill.
I sit in class and dream of winter being done,
I can’t wait to get back to the pool’s summer fun!

AUTHOR BIO: EMERSON BEETS IS A 5TH GRADER AT
HILLSIDE MIDDLE SCHOOL. SHE ENJOYS DANCING, BEING
CREATIVE, AND SPENDING TIME WITH FRIENDS AND
FAMILY.
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3-5 THIRD PLACE
THE RIVER

RILEY MINNICH
NORTHWOOD ELEMENTARY
ELYRIA

The water is cold and moist, as I stick my hand in I feel rejoiced.
Though I had a rainy day, this had helped anyways.
As I felt the rocks, moss-covered and coarse, I saw a big black beautiful horse.
He was drinking the water slow and easy, then the wind got very breezy.
The wind was icy and crisp, I put on my coat then I found an old boat.
In that boat was a green apple, it looked as big as a pineapple!
As I went back to the black horse, he ate the apple with force.
Now I noticed that he was skinny and decided to name him Vinny.
I took him home to my barn, I will never forget this day I say to myself, as I sit next to
Vinny, knitting my yarn.

AUTHOR BIO: RILEY MINNICH IS A 4TH GRADER AT
NORTHWOOD MIDDLE SCHOOL. SHE ENJOYS PLAYING
VIDEO GAMES, SKATEBOARDING, AND DRAWING.
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6-8 FIRST PLACE
CAMPFIRE

CHLOE SYSLO
KENSTON MIDDLE SCHOOL
CHAGRIN FALLS

The fire is beautifully crackling.
My feet feel its warmth,
But my hands remain cold.
I see my friends in their masks.
Mixed expressions.
Mixed feelings.
The ground is dry, but the clouds hover.
Our eyes are wet from smiles and tears.
There is fear.
There is happiness.
There is acceptance.
There is something more than the campfire.
The burnt wood.
The bug spray.
The smells are unpleasant.
Yet we are grateful for it.
Words spoken.
Truth or dare?
Truths were shared.
A connection.
One to be grateful for,
One that makes me feel complete.
I want to stay up all night.
I am fulfilled.
I shake,
I cry,
I air-hug,
I speak.
These are my people,
And this is the place.
The place where we clicked.
A birthday campout.
A campfire.
It made us friends.
Without it, I am not me.
I am hidden.
I am misunderstood.
I am alone.
I am broken.
I needed that campfire.
I love that campfire.
AUTHOR BIO: CHLOE SYSLO IS AN 8TH GRADER AT
KENSTON MIDDLE SCHOOL. SHE ENJOYS PARTICIPATING IN
SCIENCE OLYMPIAD, BUILDING LEGO SETS, AND LISTENING
TO MUSIC.
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6-8 SECOND PLACE
MY PLACE OF FEELING
ANNABETH L. BOKRY
AUSTINTOWN MIDDLE SCHOOL
AUSTINTOWN

My room is a place where I can cry, laugh, or be alone.
It helps me when I’m sad,happy,scared or afraid.
My room is somewhere I can escape.
Somewhere I think someone gets how I feel.
My bedroom is somewhere I can be myself.
I feel happy when I sing and dance around in my room.
Everyone thinks that they know me.
Only my true friends have seen me cry,dance,and sing in my room.
Sometimes I need to be alone in my small,yellow/grey room.
My room is my place of feeling.
I dance and sing on my VSCO stickered mirrors.
I act like a model or actress without anyone judging me.
My small yellow room doesn't judge me for who I am or what I like.
My purple worn down dresser has seen the worst and the best of me.
My small yellow room is like a time traveling device to me.
It can take me anywhere from Paris -to- Dancing With The Stars
My small yellow room is my place of feeling.
People see me as a girl with a big room, they clearly don’t know me
My small yellow room, is like a safe that holds all my secrets
Secrets I’m too afraid people will dislike me for.
I can cuss out myself or pray to god in my little yellow room.
I don’t have to hear my sister citize me, telling me what a freak I am.
My small yellow room is where I can imagine my future.
Imagine my future at college or my first apartment.
My small yellow room is a place of feeling
A place that I can trust to hold my secrets.

AUTHOR BIO: ANNABETH L. BOKRY IS A 7TH GRADER AT
AUSTINTOWN MIDDLE SCHOOL. SHE ENJOYS SINGING,
DANCING, AND WRITING.
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6-8 THIRD PLACE
CALIFORNIA DREAMIN'
TARA KENNEHAN
ST MICHAEL'S SCHOOL
CANTON

Warm, sun-baked cliffs plunge into the pounding surf below,
Breakers batter the base of the barren bluffs.
High above,
crying gulls wheel over the cuesta.
Surf sweeps in as intricate as lace,
swathing my legs.
Dancing in the waves,
I taste the briny air
And crunch the gritty sand between my toes
Tilting my face into the streaming sun.

w

AUTHOR BIO: TARA KENNEHAN IS A 7TH GRADER AT
ST. MICHAEL'S SCHOOL. SHE LIKES SWIMMING, KARATE,
AND PLAYING VIDEO GAMES.
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6-8 HONORABLE MENTION
THE OCEAN

ELLIE BUCKLER
ST MICHAEL'S SCHOOL
CANTON

A prominent place
Where the air twirls freely
And the waves dance on repeat.
A place of refuge.
When I feel feet overlay with shaved rock
I am safe
Ignoring the demons
that may lie restlessly at the bottom
I plunge swiftly,
allowing the salt suffuse my body
Spinning around and around
the icy water splashing my sandy sides
and the waves settle into a quiet place
Letting the memories of this blue giant overtake me.
I am home

AUTHOR BIO: ELLIE BUCKLER IS A 7TH GRADER AT
ST. MICHAEL'S SCHOOL. SHE ENJOYS SPORTS, READING,
AND HANGING OUT WITH HER FAMILY.
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6-8 HONORABLE MENTION
GRANDPA'S PATHS
MADELYN FALTAY
ST MICHAEL'S SCHOOL
CANTON

My cousin opens the sticker filled glass door
Leading to Grandma’s deck
Crisp air and minty plants fill our nostrils
While bird’s chirp hello.
We retrace the paths, worn down through for years
Tall grasses and many trees
Memories being revived
We talk of every thought in mind
As we approach the ‘Climbing Tree’,
Now primarily unsuitable to climb
I sit on a low yet lively branch
Memories rooted into the tree that once flourished
Dance in my brain.
We move on to our next destination
Frolicing around the damp sewage creek,
Mud stamping the bottoms of our shoes like postage
We jump over enormous pipes
Feeling the chilled breeze brush our faces.
Coming back towards the house we stop at a different tree
The bark rough and patchy
I perch myself in the branches like a bird in a nest,
Returning home my cousin and I enter the sticker filled glass door,
Surrounded by welcoming walls
Filled with pictures sparking memories
And telling stories of the past,
We sit drinking our mint tea.
A sadness overcomes me
As our cups go empty,
Flowing through my head, are memories of grandpa and the paths,
The memories that can be made no longer.

AUTHOR BIO: MADELYN FALTAY IS A 7TH GRADER AT
ST. MICHAEL'S SCHOOL. SHE ENJOYS READING , WRITING,
AND PLAYING VOLLEYBALL.
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6-8 HONORABLE MENTION
BASKETBALL RUSH
MADISON LEPLEY
ST MICHAEL'S SCHOOL
CANTON

New black Lebron shoes squeak
On the freshly waxed court
Rhythmically pounding feet
Sprinting down the wooden court
Pounding heart racing with palpitations
Perspiration glistens off of players pores
Water engulfs their arms and bodies
The fragrant scent of sweat destroys the gym
Cheering crowds award thunderous roars of happiness
The aging scoreboard lights up,
Twinkling, twinkling lights
Like a house on Christmas
Smooth lines and tiny grip points cover the basketball
My hands grip the basketball
I proceed down the court
The basket approaches
Eyes dart to the middle of the rim
Right hand flicks the ball
Swish like the sound of victory

AUTHOR BIO: MADISON LEPLEY IS A 7TH GRADER AT
ST. MICHAEL'S SCHOOL. SHE ENJOYS BASKETBALL,
CHICK-FIL-A, AND PLAYING WITH HER FRIENDS!
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9-12 FIRST PLACE
BACKYARD BATTALION
AUDREY CARY
HOLY NAME HIGH SCHOOL
PARMA HEIGHTS

The world is absolutely rosy pink from my backyard;
Roses scale the fence, unaware of the ruby clouds rolling past.
Morning glories attempt to conquer, but they only bloom at dawn.
My face glows rouge as I blush at the familiar forget-me-nots.
Of course, nothing is comparable to the wild-strawberries.
The world is Herculean within the confines of my backyard;
Gargantuan Oak Trees shade the world starless in their cast.
Doodle bugs sneak a glance on my cosmic hand and roll up, gone.
Eyes gaze upon the endless leaves and skies, down from the rocks.
Of course, everything seems much larger to the pygmy faeries.
The world is experimental in the lab of my backyard;
Potions brewed from sticks and stones. Beware of a blast!
Test a sample of your awaiting fortune before it is long withdrawn.
Every substance has its place, but you can think outside the box.
Of course, your work might all be embezzled by canaries.
The world goes beyond the surface of my backyard;
No more superficiality is all that I ought to ask.
Place your hands in the dirt and dig into the lawn,
Where you may plant a love or find some locks.
Of course, in rain, earthworms come up for airways.
The world becomes a flame in my ardent backyard;
Embers glow incandescent to the dark world contrast.
Effervescent life flows from the active kindle spawned.
Struggling not to bolt from the superheated shocks,
Of course, what else to do now but prance and be merry?
The world full of humanity is contained in my backyard;
I did not know so many people could fit in one caste.
Some names might be forgotten, or perhaps called upon.
Are we certain that these are all humans and not flocks?
Of course, they share their vitality with one another to carry.
The world passes by too quickly within my backyard;
Time flies with daylight hours, though the heavens are vast.
We march on, we march on until finally the day is done.
Tick… tock… tick… tock. Look at the time, on the clock;
It is the chapter, the hour, to go inside though feelings may vary.
AUTHOR BIO: AUDREY CARY IS A 12TH GRADER AT
HOLY NAME HIGH SCHOOL. SHE ENJOYS PLAYING BASS,
PAINTING, AND HIKING.
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9-12 SECOND PLACE
OUR KITCHEN

LOUIS HULEC
HOLY NAME HIGH SCHOOL
PARMA HEIGHTS

A window that tells a story,
With the light that brightens a day,
And darkness that creeps in the night.
With walls of cream and burgundy,
And a brown square table that is heavier
Than a cow.
The sink is like a mirror that you see your reflection in,
That may make you ask yourself,
“Is that smile really what I am feel-ing?”.
Why of course it is!
Only because you are in the kitchen.
This wonderful room is like no other.
Where you eat and laugh,
And sometimes cry to your mother.
You talk and you listen
And smell the good food,
Sometimes your dad shouts,
“Time for dinner dude.”.
The room full of scents in the air
Is like a child’s mind going that just may go everywhere.
A different meal everyday,
And a snack at night.
As you walk on out,
You say goodnight.
The light switch gets flicked,
And the lights go out.
But she will be there in the morning,
And along with her,
The memories made in that kitchen.

AUTHOR BIO: LOUIS HULEC IS AN 11TH GRADER AT
HOLY NAME HIGH SCHOOL. HE ENJOYS SPENDING TIME
WITH HIS FAMILY AND FRIENDS, PLAYING HOCKEY, AND
WATCHING NETFLIX.
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9-12 THIRD PLACE
THE LIBRARY

MEGAN ROYCE
JACKSON HIGH SCHOOL
MASSILON

There was a library I used to know
It was torn down a while ago
I don't remember much
But I know I loved being there
Seeing the same librarian and seeing her smile
It's weird now because I don't see her as nearly as much as I used to
I find myself frequenting the library less and less often, barely going there anymore
Now that it's gone
But I remember the little setup they used to have in there
Little couches and chairs, a big checker table in the middle where kids could play
But now I'm older and the library is gone
Replaced by a new and modern building that happens to have books on shelves
The warm feeling of home is gone
Replaced by computers and windows
Windows that only look out to streets and busy people
Sometimes I can see the park, but it's not the same
I miss the old library
Where I was a kid
When all I read were innocent little books
Where the only thing I looked at were the pictures of happy people dancing around
Talking animals and funny dreams
The only dreams I have now are hopes of my future and career
Not a thought of what I want to be or what I used to be
I want to be a kid again, to go back in that library
I want to be innocent again
Maybe not read the little kids books though
But I'd like to play checkers at that blanket again
To sit at their little chairs too small for me now
And absolutely destroy my sisters in a game again

AUTHOR BIO: MEGAN ROYCE IS A 10TH GRADER AT
JACKSON HIGH SCHOOL. SHE ENJOYS READING, WRITING,
AND ANIME.
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9-12 HONORABLE MENTION
POOL DECK

BRANDON CONROY
HOLY NAME HIGH SCHOOL
PARMA HEIGHTS

Relaxed and leisurely I lay,
Across those equidistant planks,
Fashioned fastidiously with care,
In a chair, king-sized to all who
Lounge on its superior level.
Feet belly up towards the edge,
Hoping confidently and cocksurely
To brush themself against the molded boards,
As a cat kneads its head against a wall corner;
And with stomach to the sky,
Absorbing the sun’s magma rays,
Ever so roasting and radiant,
Consuming all epidermises
And ravaging its methodical structure.
How fortunate for the brilliant folks,
Using their enlightening intellect
To ungrudgingly apply sunscreen
Before exposing themselves to the
Skin-destroyer, that is the sun.
Now don’t take my word for it!
There is more to that dazzling star
Then its ability to fry one’s superficial anatomy.
LIGHT! As I can evidently perceive,
Streaming unconditionally across the terrain,
Invading houses, snake holes, everything!
REFLECTION! In the ripples
And waves of my orbicular pool,
And the eyes of my proximate pals,
As we ingest nuggets of poultry
In the shapes of prehistoric reptiles.
WARMTH! Provided
For us who infiltrate its sparkling secretions,
Cuddling around our bare chests and back,
As a blanket does in the cold of winter.
Laughter and chatter pervades these coordinates,
As we luxuriate on this deck,
Experiencing the season of exuberance:
SUMMERTIME!
AUTHOR BIO: BRANDON CONROY IS A 12TH GRADER AT
HOLY NAME HIGH SCHOOL. HE ENJOYS PERFORMING IN
THEATER PRODUCTIONS, PLAYING VIDEO GAMES, AND
HANGING OUT WITH HIS FRIENDS.
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9-12 HONORABLE MENTION
PERSONAL PARADISE
MADDIE FERGUSON
CHAGRIN FALLS HIGH SCHOOL
CHAGRIN FALLS

The fluorescent glow illuminates my path down the broad hall
The end of the day draws nearer
Students gallivanting every which way
Some to class and others avoiding it
The soft patter of my steps are eaten by the mass of kids floating upstream
My heart races in anticipation as I hear brassy echos reverberating through the crowd
I speed up
I stop…
I reach the double doors of my personal paradise
Standing tall like one imagines the gates of heaven
Students of all ages rummage through metal lockers
The clanging and clashing to some may seem abrasive
To me I hear angels singing
I hear waves lapping on the shore of a sandy beach
I hear the trickle of a stream on a serene mountain top
I hear paradise
I step past the threshold into the chaos I love so dearly
Friends wave and smile brightly
I return the gestures making my way to my locker
I swing my locker door open with a creak
And reach for the smooth leather case
My hands feel at home on the cool metal handle
The golden clasps shine as I make my way to my chair
I open the leather case, silver keys stare back at me
The sleek wood of the clarinet seems to smile at my anticipation
I assemble my instrument in the heart of the band room
The teacher steps onto the podium and raises her arms
Instruments snap into position
One,
Two,
Three, and…
Music shoots from bells
Left and right flooding your senses
You can practically see the music notes flying in every direction
Harmonies fill my ears
And joy fills my soul
This music can take a bad day and make it disappear
This music holds the power to every emotion
This music holds the key to my personal paradise.

AUTHOR BIO: MADDIE FERGUSON IS AN 11TH GRADER AT
CHAGRIN FALLS HIGH SCHOOL. SHE ENJOYS WRITING,
ACTING, AND MUSIC.
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9-12 HONORABLE MENTION
UNTITLED

JOHNATHAN BILLINGSLEY
SEBRING MCKINLEY HIGH SCHOOL
SEBRING

We walk over
Train tracks
Rocks
Grass
Tree’s keep us
Hidden
Safe
Free
Tree’s form
the paths
That lead us
To our destiny
We walk
In the stream
Rocks beneath
Our feet
Birds chirp
While we laugh
Gleefully
A tunnel
Is where we go
To sing
And express
Our feelings
We walk over
Grass
Rocks
Train tracks
See you later
Safe place.

AUTHOR BIO: JOHNATHAN BILLINGSLEY IS A 9TH GRADER
AT SEBRING MCKINLEY HIGH SCHOOL. HE ENJOYS
WATCHING T.V.,RUNNING, AND SPENDING TIME WITH
FRIENDS.
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Thank You

THE NATIONAL WRITING PROJECT AT KENT STATE UNIVERSITY
(NWP-KSU) WOULD LIKE TO THANK OUR TEACHERCONSULTANTS AMY HIRZEL, BARB TSCHANTZ, JEAN
KANZINGER, AND ALEXA SANDMANN FOR MAKING THE
WRITE WHERE YOU ARE: K-12 POETRY CONTEST A SUCCESS.
THANKS TO AMY HIRZEL FOR CREATING THE CONTEST,
COLLECTING THE POEMS, DESIGNING THE POETRY MAGAZINE,
AND ARRANGING FOR AUTHORS TO READ THE FIRST PLACE
POEMS.
THANKS TO THE AUTHORS LAURA GRACE WELDON, ANNMARIE
KELLY-HARBAUGH, TRICIA SPRINGSTUBB FOR THEIR BEAUTIFUL
READINGS OF THE WINNING POEMS AND THEIR WORDS OF
ENCOURAGEMENT TO THE STUDENT POETS.
FINALLY, NWP-KSU WOULD LIKE TO THANK THE STUDENTS
WHO WROTE AND SUBMITTED POEMS. YOUR WORDS ARE AN
INSPIRATION TO US ALL.

